We report the first electrophysiological investigation of the inverse base-rate effect (IBRE), a robust non-rational 20 bias in predictive learning. In the IBRE, participants learn that one pair of symptoms (AB) predicts a frequently 21 occurring disease, whilst an overlapping pair of symptoms (AC) predicts a rarely occurring disease. Participants 22 subsequently infer that BC predicts the rare disease, a non-rational decision made in opposition to the underlying 23 base rates of the two diseases. Error-driven attention theories of learning state that the IBRE occurs because C at-24 tracts more attention than B. On the basis of this account we predicted and observed the occurrence of brain po-25 tentials associated with visual attention: a posterior Selection Negativity, and a concurrent anterior Selection 26 Positivity, for C vs. B in a post-training test phase. Error-driven attention theories further predict no Selection 27 Negativity, Selection Positivity or IBRE, for control symptoms matched on frequency to B and C, but for which 28 there was no shared symptom (A) during training. These predictions were also confirmed, and this confirmation 29 discounts alternative explanations of the IBRE based on the relative novelty of B and C. Further, we observed 30 higher response accuracy for B alone than for C alone; this dissociation of response accuracy (B N C) from atten-31 tional allocation (C N B) discounts the possibility that the observed attentional difference was caused by the dif-32 ference in response accuracy. We seem to learn more about events for which our initial predictions 40 were incorrect than we do about events for which our initial predictions The inverse base-rate procedure, in its canonical form, can be consid- 
We seem to learn more about events for which our initial predictions 40 were incorrect than we do about events for which our initial predictions 41 were correct-the element of surprise seems conducive to learning
The participant's prediction turns out to be wrong, because AC → rare.
184
The participant concludes that it was cue A that led to this erroneous 185 prediction (nothing has been learned about C yet). Error-driven atten- base-rate following is expected because there is no shared cue to cause 200 the re-direction of attention, and the participant has had more Table 1 t1:1 t1:2 Abstract design. being predicted, because A has been followed by com more often than 204 it has been followed by rare.
205
Correlates of selective attention by SP over the anterior scalp (cf.
Q3
Anllo- Vento & Hillyard, 1996) . based attention can also elicit the N2pc potential, but this requires 219 lateralized presentation of target features, which was not a feature of 220 the current study, hence the present focus on SN and SP. Importantly,
221
SN has been previously observed in response to a cue involved in mul-222 tiple prediction errors relative to an equally frequent cue involved in 223 fewer prediction errors. Specifically, Wills et al. (2007) for the C − B SN. Confirmation of these predictions would provide fur-
255
ther support for these error-driven attention theories of the IBRE.
256
In the IBRE procedure, and as described in served, then it seems unlikely that our results could be explained by 
the idea that people attend to things for which they already know the 300 answer. Such a pattern of results would increase support for an error-301 driven attention account of the IBRE.
302
The current study 303 We employ the basic paradigm of Wills et al. (2007) to implement 304 an inverse base-rate training design (see Table 1 
326
The event-related potential methodology requires a large number of 327 test trials, and performance should ideally be stable over the test period.
328
In order to achieve this, we tripled the number of cues relative to the ab-329 stract design shown in Table 1 . Thus, A represents three distinct cues comes is smaller in the current study than in previous reports of the 338 IBRE (the most typical ratio is 3:1, the ratio in the current study was 339 2:1). We were thus taking a calculated risk that we would not observe 340 the IBRE in our study. We considered this to be a risk worth taking, as 341 it reduced the overall length of an already-long experimental session.
342
Another aspect of the current design that was unusual for studies of 343 the IBRE is that further training trials were interspersed within the test 344 phase; this technique was also employed by Wills et al. (2007) all three instantiations of the abstract design.
393
The structure of each trial is illustrated in Fig. 1 
and frequency (high vs. low).
441
In the first stage, in order to examine the entire ERP waveform for 442 potential differences between trial types, the ERPs were submitted to Fig. 3 . ERP waveforms for the conditions of interest (B, C) and the control conditions (D, E) shown for a subset of 12 electrodes; as in the actual EEG cap, lateral electrodes vary in their distances from the midline (e.g., F5, C3, O1). Inspection of the waveforms reveals from~250 to 300 ms a more negative-going ERP for C relative to B at posterior electrodes (particularly over the right hemiscalp) and more positive amplitudes for C relative to B over frontal electrodes (particularly over the left hemiscalp); neither effect is apparent in the D vs. E contrast (see Fig. 3 for the scalp distribution of the contrasts between the two pairs of conditions). Fig. 4 . ERP contrasts presented in the upper and middle panels as spherical spline interpolated difference maps framed to represent windows used for TANOVA (the solid red frame with grey fill shows the window of reliable differences corrected for multiple tests; the broken red frame shows the window that approached significance), and in the lower panel as ERP plots for representative electrodes; a schematic of the scalp regions used in the ANOVA is also shown.
Event-related potentials 
607
We further predicted that no corresponding effect would be ob- 
616
The SN for C relative to B was observed under conditions where re-617 sponse accuracy for B exceeded response accuracy for C. Consequently,
618
it appears that C was both the more attended stimulus and the one 619 about which participants were less certain. This dissociation between 620 attention and response accuracy appears difficult to explain if one as-621 sumes that the attentional differences observed merely reflect people 622 attending to those stimuli for which they know the outcome. Such an 623 account suffices for the only previous study of error-driven attention 624 in predictive learning to use an ERP methodology (Wills et al., 2007), 625 and it can also accommodate a range of results using eye-tracking and 626 other methodologies (Beesley and Le Pelley, 2011; Le Pelley, 2010; Le 627 Pelley et al., 2011; Livesey et al., 2009) . However, for the current results, 628 such an account is disconfirmed, due to the presence of the aforemen-629 tioned dissociation.
630
The occipital negativity we documented in response to C relative to B 631 had a later onset than the 'classical' SN which, according to the influen- also similar to training item AB, but attentional re-allocation is not re-679 quired to respond correctly to AB during training, so the overall effect is 680 that when BC is presented at test, C is attended more than B.
681
A further critical aspect of EXIT that allows it to accommodate our re-682 sults is that learned attention is normalized before it exerts its effect on data, further speculation would be inappropriate.
699
In the current paper, we have focused on the class of error-driven at-700 tention learning theory exemplified by Mack75 and EXIT. An alternative 701 class of theory is that attention is directed towards stimuli that are 702 followed by surprising outcomes (e.g. Pearce and Hall, 1980; Wagner, 703 1978) . There is at least one published theory of the IBRE within this alter-704 native framework (Shanks, 1992 
Critiques and limitations

765
One potential criticism of the current study, and of Wills et al. 766 (2007) , is that theories of error-driven attention assume that attentional 
